
Walking In The Footsteps of Strangers Year 4
 Term  3/4

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5 Step 6 

Concept Migration, immigration and stereotypes.

Books The Journey Arthur and the Golden Rope

Writing Refugee Narrative Biography Myth narrative Instruction text

Grammar Adverbs and 
adverbials

Direct Speech Apostrophes for 
possession

Headings and 
subheadings

Apostrophes for 
contraction

Verb Inflictions Fronted Adverbials Plural and Possessive 
-s

Determiners Subordinating 
conjunctions

Abstract Nouns Conjunctions

Cross Curricular  
Writing

Report into the impact of sugar on teeth. 
(Science)

Report into Immigration into Liverpool assessing the positive impact on the city.

Maths Multiplication and Division Area Fractions Decimals

Cross Curricular 
Maths 

Venn Diagrams Study of migration into Liverpool by using timelines.

PHSE/RSE/
NoOutsiders

How can we manage our feelings? 
NO; The Way Back Home

How do we treat others with respect? 
NO: King and King

Re Buddism

Buddha

Who is the Buddha and why is he important?


What is the Buddha significance to Buddhists?

Dharma

What are the rules of Dharma?


What does Dharma teach Buddhists?

Sangha

Why is the Sangha important to Buddhists?

What is meditation and worship?

How do Buddhists worship?

Where do Buddhists worship?

History Were the Vikings Raiders or Settlers? The impact of the Vikings in Britain A study of stereotypes and why  these 
stereotypes exist.

A study of Irish Immigration into Liverpool. A study go Chinese immigration into Liverpool A study of migration within the city of 
Liverpool.

Why did the Vikings raid Lindisfarne? 
Who were the Vikings? 
What evidence is there of Vikings in Liverpool?

Why did the Vikings settle in Britain? 
What is Danelaw? 
Who are the Anglo-Saxons?

What stereotypes exist about people from 
Liverpool? 
How does the media portray refugees?

What caused mass migration from Ireland in 
the 1840s? 
What effects did Irish migration have on 
Liverpool?

What are the positive impacts of Chinese 
migration into Liverpool?

What are the Scotland Road slums? 
How did they lead to the creation of 
Stockbridge Village?

Significant People Guthrum  
King of East Anglia

Malala 
Yousaifai

Alfred the Great

Geography Were the Vikings Raiders or Settlers? The impact of the Vikings in Britain A study of Irish Immigration into Liverpool. A study go Chinese immigration into Liverpool A study of migration within the city of 
Liverpool.

Where is Scandinavia? 
Why did the Vikings migrate from Scandinavia?

Where did the Vikings settle? 
Why didn’t the Anglo Saxons or the Vikings 
conquer Scotland?

Where did the migrants travel from and where 
did they travel to?

Where did the migrants travel from and where 
did they travel to?

How have ordinance survey maps changed 
over time in Liverpool?

Recap of the physical and human geography 
by a local study of Stockbridge Village.

Art To create a self portrait in the style of Gustav Klimt.

A study of Gustav Klimt Practise different techniques of self 
portrait in sketchbooks.

Practise using charcoal in sketchbooks. Practise, draw and redraft self portrait in the style of Klimt using charcoal.

Languages Animals/description Likes and dislikes School subjects and opinions The Spanish alphabet Numbers to 50 (calculations

Music Music in Y4 covered by the Knowsley Music Service

DT Slingshot Cars

Design a slingshot car by using labelling. 
Learn about the mechanics of kinetic energy

Build a chassis . Build the moving parts to our design. Test a slingshot car. I can evaluate my slingshot car. I can redesign my slingshot car.

Science Animals including Humans

Describe the parts and functions of the 
digestive system.

Identify the different types of teeth in humans 
and identify their functions.

Identify the different types of teeth in different 
species of herbivores, carnivores and 
omnivores and discuss their function.

Identify a variety of food chains from different 
habitats. Including producers, predators and 
prey.

Identify a food chain from a local habitat 
including producers predators and prey 
.

Computing Games Designer

I can name the different input devices on a 
computer. 
I can explain common file types.

I can design an algorithm to simulate a real-life 
situation. 
I can solve open ended problems by breaking it 
into smaller parts.

I can design a program for a specific purpose. 
I can test existing programs to see how they 
could be improved.

I can use editing and formatting techniques. I can collaborate online to improve my work. I can create with technology.

E-Safety Online Bullying Managing Online Information Health, Well-being and Lifestyle Copyright and Ownership

Visitors/Trip Visits Viking Experience Visitors River Alt Trip

PE Badminton Gymnastics Basketball Cricket

Explore different shots

Learn to serve a game

Know the positions in play

Learn to counter balance

Use equipment to help balance

Jumping and landing

Travel with the ball with increased consistency.

Choose where the should position themselves on the court.

Learn the different positions in play.

Decision making.

Throwing and catching.


